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About This Software

Test your PC's performance with 3DMark, the world's most popular gaming benchmark and graphics test. Featuring six
stunning real-time graphics and physics tests, 3DMark 11 is the industry standard performance test for DirectX 11 graphics

cards and gaming PCs.

Hundreds of press publications use 3DMark to test graphics cards, processors, gaming PCs, notebooks and laptops. Now you
can too!

New PC?

Run 3DMark to test your system for stability and performance.

Looking for better performance?

Use 3DMark to measure the effect of tweaking settings or overclocking your system.

Planning an upgrade?

Compare 3DMark scores and see which components offer the best bang for your buck.

Notice: 3DMark 11 requires a DirectX 11 compatible video card, and Windows Vista or Windows 7. Use 3DMark
Vantage for DirectX 10 systems.
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Key Features

Easy to use, no technical knowhow needed.

Professional grade, industry standard benchmark from Futuremark, the test experts.

Includes four graphics tests, a physics test and a combined graphics and physics test.

Demo mode featuring an evocative soundtrack by Pedro Macedo Camacho.

Note: The 64 bit version of this software does not currently run in the Steam beta client.
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Title: 3DMark 11
Genre: Utilities
Developer:
UL
Publisher:
UL
Release Date: 2 Oct, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

English,Finnish,German,Traditional Chinese
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Help

I have a Gigatech controller (2 of them) but i can't play the game with them!!
Can i fix it to play with them?. Okay for a short while, but when I reached the bridge the gameplay wore thin. With some funny
artwork and a decent theme, this is an interesting variation on the solataire game. But is it better than playing plain vanilla
solataire? Not really.. have you ever wanted to hear your enamies scream as they burn to death, or as they slowly die from
radiation? well this is the game for you! i find it horrifying but slightly gratifying at the same time.. There are elements of fun
here, but inconsistent framerate and less-than-perfect controls keep it from being everything it could be. Any events that don't
require precision are decently entertaining, but unfortunately those are too few and far between. I'll just go back to dreaming
about Burnout Revenge getting a PC release.

Update: After changing the .exe to launch in Windows XP compatibility mode, performance is improved slightly. Still not great,
and not enough to change my mind about not recommending it, but it does make the game more playable, if anyone is
experiencing the same problems I am with choppy framerate.. great game ! just love it. has great opportunities.
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Good for a few minutes. 43411200 combinations of stuff. AMAZING. Was waiting for steam release of this for a while.

A very solid mega man style game.
A decent challenge, very balanced in terms of difficulty, each boss and stage are humanly possible to clear yet present a retro
platformer style challenge.
Cute characters.
Tons of fun to speedrun this.

Great game, If you are a mega man fan you can safely grab this, you will not regret it.
. Bought it on sale, and finished it in exactly 24 minutes. In my opinion it has no replayability, so I will probably never touch this
again. I look at it as me spending $0.59 and 24 minutes of my time to unlock an achievement. I'm sure you could finish it in a
quarter my time if you used an online guide. I can appreciate the art style, just know you're buying an insanely short game, and
your money might be better spent elsewhere.. Not sure where the hate is coming from for this expansion. I thought it added a
decent new mechanic into the game.

Update 1.12: Copy & Paste / Selection Mode and UI Improvements:
Update 1.12:

New features:

Selection mode in editor

Copy and Paste (Duplicate) selections

Delete selections

New nano-splitter segment allowing for more flexible cable placement

Updated:

UI improvements (Will be improved more over time - I noticed the problems and suggestions from the community
concerning the UI)

Tool-Tip improvements: The tool-tips while hovering a gate have been improved upon community feedback

Bugfixes:

 Cable placement in editor now works in both ways.

 Once triggering a bomb (and turning it off again) in build mode won't blow up the level any more when turning the
build mode off.

 Escaping the build mode now asks to save the level when necessary

. Cuit Free to play!:
Hello everyone!

I have decided to make Cuit Free-To-Play now, as I sadly have no time left supporting this application anymore (for quite a
while already, actually). Hope some of you still find joy in solving the puzzles. I admit that the UI is to be improved (to say the
least), but yeah... Maybe one day I'll have the time to get back to it or make a sequel with more of a budget (or rather any budget
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at all).

Greetings!. Possible UI and resolution fix:
Hello everyone!

I heard a common problem are resolutions different from 1080p monitors. I tried to implement a fix / patch for this problem,
and that has been released now. I would be glad if you would check out the new update and see if the problems are fixed now!
Sorry for the inconvenience!

All the best,
Mykon
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